
A new season is upon us! Welcome to those of you who are joining us for the first time!!

Just a few notes for tomorrow for you new swim families. First, a list of what to bring:
• lawn chairs
• black sharpie markers (for writing events on kids - see below)
• highlighter pen
• a printed copy of heat sheet 
• snacks, drinks (pretzels, fruit, etc)
• extra towels (2-3 per swimmer)
• card games, handheld games, etc. for in between races
• money for REAL food :)
• bug spray
• extra goggles (optional)

We need kids at the pool 1 hour before the meet starts. This is because we have a half hour warm-up for 
each team. We like kids there a bit earlier so they can get acclimated and get race numbers drawn on 
arms if they want. Speaking of that, many people find it helpful to do it before getting to the meet, or at 
least writing the child's name on their backs. This helps facilitate getting them to their races quickly in 
the midst of a ton of people. If you want to write race info on the inside of your child's wrist, here is the 
format:
Say your child is swimming in Event #3, heat #1, and is in Lane 5. You will write on his arm E H L 
with  3, 1, 5 under the letters, followed  by the next race, and so on. Usually, the kids want lines drawn 
in between each so they can read it more clearly.

The morning of meets, coaches will inform kids of what events they will swim that night and usually 
we post it at the pool. They seem to like knowing how many times they will swim in addition to what 
events. Obviously, they won't always remember what they've been told, so it helps if you have 
reviewed the heat sheet with them before the meet as well.

Coach Kathy usually is at the top of the pool during meets (the Start End), and Coach Tricia stays at the 
opposite end (the Turn End). Our Assistant and Volunteer coaches, along with our Bullpen Queens Amy 
Jones and Julie Kelton, will find the kids before each race and give them a pink or blue info card before 
EACH race. If they are younger than 9-10 (generally), the cards will be given to the timers directly by 
the Assistant coaches. It is highly recommended that you make your child stay in the bullpen (see 
description below) rather than sit with you, unless there are big lulls in between swims. It makes it very 
difficult for our coaches to find them if they are with parents instead of the other kids. That being said, 
if you choose to keep your child at your chair, you will be responsible for getting them to their races. 
PLEASE LISTEN TO THE EVENT NUMBERS BEING CALLED BY THE MEET OFFICIALS SO 
YOUR CHILD DOES NOT MISS THEIR EVENT(S). Whichever side of the pool our swimmers will 
be in is where the parents should sit; generally at a home meet, that will be Lanes 1, 2, and 3. At away 
meets, it’s usually Lanes 4, 5, and 6.

Newcomers will notice in the heat sheet something called "Exhibition Freestyle." Those races are not 
for points, but allow all swimmers to get a chance to swim. The only stroke allowed for exhibition is 
freestyle, and not breastroke, backstroke, or butterfly. If your child swims exhibition, they are not 
allowed to swim for points in any other stroke, but can swim on B or C relays. Points for individual 
events are first place - 5 points, second place - 3 points, third place - 1 point. Places 1-6 and Exhibition 
swimmers all receive ribbons. Points for A relays -7-  are only awarded to the winner, although all 
relays, including B and C, receive ribbons.



Also, if your child is 8 or younger, they only swim 1 lap of the pool for any race, meaning they will 
start their races at the Turn End and finish where the timer can see them touch the wall. For 9 and older, 
they will swim 2 laps for every race, beginning at the Start End.

As you will see in the heat sheet tomorrow (hopefully emailed in plenty of time), there are 3 relays 
throughout the meet. The first, the Medley Relay, is made up of 4 same-gender kids who will each 
swim 1 stroke. The second relay, which is at the half-way point, is called the Mixed Relay. This is made 
up of 2 girls and 2 boys, and only freestyle is swum. The last event of the night will always be the Free 
Relay, where 4 same-gender kids swim freestyle. Sometimes in a close meet, the Free Relay winner 
determines the winner of the meet, so it can be a very exciting relay to watch!

Now on to jobs. As first time parents, I do not expect you to work during our meets this season. For 
those of you who are NOT new, we'd like for at least one member of the family to work at least one of 
our  home meets, and one away meet. Our job requirements for meets are as follows:

• Timers (each lane requires a timer - hand clocks provided) Away meets in A League we 
do not generally provide timers, but there may be exceptions

• Runner (runs behind timers after each event and delivers cards to computer table - home 
meets only)

• Place Judge (determines order of finish)
• Scribe (writes down as place judge vocalizes places)
• Computer table (as asked by Tricia)
• Stroke and Turn Judges (only those with certification)
• Starter and Referee (only those with certification)
• Bullpen (give cards to kids and get them to lanes)

The first 4 jobs are easy to learn and the more people who volunteer, the less times the same people 
have to do them. Bullpen needs more help. 

Our pool board graciously provides wonderful food for purchase at home meets. Away meet pools do 
this as well, and if we expect them to buy at our pool, we can return the favor and buy food at theirs.

If your child is not swimming the entire night, you are free to leave, but please check with Kathy or 
Tricia first. Sometimes there are unexpected holes that need to be filled, and your child might be able to 
help. Along those lines, if your child cannot be there at the last minute, always inform one of us. Kids 
count on swimming their events, and really enjoy relays. If even one child doesn't show or leaves 
without checking events, the entire relay must be scratched.

We have a great group of kids, coaches, and parents. EVERY swimmer is important to us and we value 
their efforts in the water. Please know  our coaches will be as proud of the last place swimmer as the 
first place swimmer. We swim as a team and win or lose as a team. I think you'll find Byrd Spring is 
very good at encouraging all swimmers, and we always want our guests to feel comfortable, too.  
Please encourage your swimmers to represent our team with a good attitude, and always be 
complementary of their opponents. Swimming is a fantastic sport and we want all to feel important!

Don't forget Thursday night at 6 is our ribbon party at the pool! Please bring snacks to share while we 
listen to Coach Kathy hand out ribbons.

 Visiting teams to our pool are always complimentary, so be sure to return the favor at away meets. 
Thanks in advance for a great night!! I’m sure we'll have a good time!!                     Alexis


